Eastern view out over the bay from Bayview Resort Unit # 4, with the open ocean in the distance

Based on the excellent success during the 3D2LR
DXpedition last fall, it was decided to try another
6m EME DXpedition to the South Pacific, in spite
of the fact that the period for optimum conditions
this time only looked about ¾ as long as during the
3D2LR operation, and the increasing solar flux
might be a degrading factor for EME propagation.
The hope was that the activity could be more
concentrated and still result in a favorable outcome
for many stations. I began planning over the winter,
and secured the license T2GJ to operate from
Tuvalu. However, when I could still not locate a
suitable QTH there after a couple months’ of emails
and phone calls, I decided to switch the destination
to Samoa. Mr. “Tuki” Aviata at the Office of the
Regulator in Apia, Samoa was most helpful in
issuing a license before my arrival, so the 5W0GJ
operation could be publicized well in advance. In
addition, I was able to locate an excellent place to
set up at the newly constructed Bayview Resort at
Sale'aula Bay in northeastern Savai’i Island, Samoa.

Google Earth view of 5W0GJ QTH at Bayview Resort with
added directional bearing circle

An antenna spot north of Units #3 or #4 provides
excellent ground gain on moonrise, which is the
same as moonset in Europe. It also is far from the
main Channel 1 TV transmitter in Apia on Upolu
Island. For weak signal work such as EME, it is
essential to take whatever precautions are possible
to avoid interference from such broadcast services.

luggage by hand on and off the ferry over to Savai’i
Island. We booked passage on the Sunday noon
ferry before their offices closed for the weekend.

One of the nice things about going on a DXpedition
is that you can choose to set up in a place with a
most favorable location. I prefer places where the
antenna can look directly out over water on
moonrise and/or moonset, to create the best ground
gain possible. You can see from the bearing map
that most of the moonrises are out over the salt
water bay, which affords ideal ground gain.
We set out from Missoula airport on Wednesday
August 17 and, after plane changes in Salt Lake
City and Los Angeles, arriving in Nadi, Fiji at dawn
on Friday morning for a 15 hour layover. We put
our luggage in storage and spent the day on a boat
trip to a small island off the west coast of Viti Levu,
for some snorkeling and a Fijian fish BBQ.

Our sailing ship from small island where we spent Fiji layover

We returned to the airport in time to connect with
the evening flight across the International Dateline
to Upolu Island, Samoa, and arrived in Apia in the
wee hours of the morning on Friday August 19.
Our plan was to spend a few nights in Apia
exploring that island, while providing a few extra
days in case our baggage needed some extra time to
catch up with us. We also used the time in Apia to
update the 5W0GJ license and to obtain a rental car
from AA Car Rental, since it appeared to be quite
problematic to try to hand carry over 250 pounds of

Pulling up to the ferry in our little red rental car

By 1430 local time Sunday (0130Z Monday,
August 22), the antenna was being unpacked and
the lava flow area next to Bayview Resort
Bungalow #4 was being examined to see where the
mast for the 43’ long 6M8GJ yagi could be placed.

Siting the antenna mast around the trees and other obstacles

Pruned tree whose stump later supported the mast prop

Not only did the hotel owner come out with some
friends to help in the raising, they also pruned
several trees and actually cut down one small tree
that was in the way! That particular stump turned
out to be a very convenient support for my mast
“prop”, which holds the antenna off the ground
while it is being mounted on the mast. Similarly,
my need to anchor the mast’s guy lines (I had
brought two un-needed masonry bits to drill holes in
the lava for anchor spikes) were surprisingly
quickly met by tying off to roots and small trees.

with QRM, and especially made it difficult to
decipher the JT65A “shorthand messages” from the
sync traces of the numerous callers. Despite the
QRM, I was pleased to complete on that first
moonrise with G8BCG, K2ZD, W1JJ and ON4IQ.
I also got a call on Es from E51WL during NA
moonset that first day, so there was definitely some
ionospheric activity taking place too!

Preparing to mount the antenna on the mast (photo courtesy
of Karen A. Orzech)

The antenna was assembled as darkness approached
and the raising was finished by flashlight. I then
proceeded to unpack and set up the equipment
indoors in time for the first moonrise around
midnight.

Installing safety streamers by light of the second day,
photographed facing east over the bay

By the next day, people were beginning to
understand that my K3 receiver permitted me to see
and decode JT65A callers spread out from 800 Hz
below my frequency to 1000 Hz above it. I was
able to work those who had the good sense to
spread out every 200 Hz, and not move once they
picked a frequency! The screen capture below
shows some of the callers the second moonrise.

Indicator for manual azimuth aiming – paper clip taped to the
mast above laminated aiming circle

I realized that there would be a lot of callers from
Europe, due to the limited moon windows. I had
publicized the preferred QSO PROCEDURE that
had been so successfully used from 3D2, and urged
new operators to read it prior to my first moonrise.
Despite my advance instructions, most stations
unfortunately called right on my frequency during
the first moonrise. This caused quite a problem

Callers during the second day finally spreading out!

Copying N3CXV with his single 6M5X yagi during his moonset on Friday August 26

My computer screen showing my contact with K7CW on August 29

I continued to be active until 0650Z on August 31.
A list of the total stations both worked and copied is
shown in the table at the end of this trip summary.

Finally receiving “RO” from K7CW on August 29 (photo
courtesy of Karen A. Orzech)

On August 28, our portion of the island lost power
for 30 minutes in the middle of a contact with
W7MEM during my moonrise. That was a most
unfortunate time to lose the AC, but fortunately that
was the only time I lost power during my operation.
.

6M8GJ laid out on Wednesday August 31 for disassembly

EME conditions were quite erratic during my stay
in Samoa, which made EME contacts challenging. I
know there was aurora in Europe at the beginning
of my operation, which certainly didn’t help. And,
despite the relatively low solar flux so far in this
solar cycle peak, I believe there were some
ionospheric disturbances for me, due to my being
located down in the TEP Zone. For example, I did
work E51WL on sporadic E skip, and I copied
KH6HI/B, 4163 km away, on my last night in
Savai’i. EME propagation and high ionization
levels don’t mix well!

6M8GJ and Portable Mast ready for repacking in travel bag

6M8GJ actually hanging out over water at unusually high tide
during new moon near the end of the operation

I also faced some difficulty in rotating the antenna
as the elements were interleaved between guy ropes
when I was aiming at high elevations above 50
degrees. Physically, this was time consuming and
awkward, and because of the frequent torrential

rains, it also was electrically troublesome.
Although I could mechanically elevate the yagi as
high as 65 degrees, I felt that the performance was
at such high elevations was compromised by the
proximity to the mast and the coax loop, which
stuck out horizontally at such high elevations. Of
course, 65 degrees was not high enough for the NA
moonsets near the end of the trip anyway, since the
moon elevation in Samoa then was 80 degrees!

Despite the challenges, I still completed with 44
stations (22 million miles’ worth of contacts) and
copied 17% more stations than when I was in 3D2.
I completed with a number of single yagi stations,
and the “small antenna winner” for the third EME
DXpedition in a row was N3CXV, who completed
with me using his single 6M5X yagi!

View from deck of Bayview Resort Bungalow Unit #4 (photo
courtesy of Karen A. Orzech))

I am looking forward to logging more stations
during the next EME DXpedition to a rare DXCC
and urge newcomers to carefully read the QSO
PROCEDURE and the JT65 SETUP CHECKLIST
on my website, and practice JT65A EME before the
next DXpedition!

Aiming as high as possible for NA moonset on the last days

In conclusion, I was very pleased to see so many
stations make the effort to get on and call me!
Many thanks to everyone and I hope it was as big a
thrill for you as it was for me. And very special
thanks to the many supporters who helped make this
first activation of 5W on 6m EME possible:
K2ZD, G3WOS, K7CW, G3WOS, G8BCG,
SM7AED, OK1RD, KS7DX, G8VR, UN8GC,
GD0TEP, KJ9I, ZL3NW, KB7Q, WX7M,
G4IGO, N3CXV, KH7Y, OZ4VV, LY2BAW,
VE1JF, W7CE, W8PAT, ON4IQ, N7NW,
G5WQ, S57RR, IW5DHN, K7BV, K4RX,
VE3KH, KB8RQ, OH2BC, VE5UF, NR5M,
KD7DCR SM7FJE, GM4WJA

Last moonset from Savai’i (photo courtesy of Roger McGarry)

Returning to Upolu Island on the ferry from Savai’i

Yes, EME takes lots of patience, planning and
perseverance, but many - even modest - 6m stations
have the capability of working EME….and who has
more patience than 6m operators? Next time, I
hope to complete with more of you and give you a
rare DXCC that you would never have a chance to
work any other way!
Good DX and VY 73, Lance
19 September, 2011

Plumeria under the yagi (photo courtesy of Roger McGarry)

5W0GJ 6M EME RESULTS
WORKED
1
G4FUF
2
G5WQ
3
G8BCG
4
G8VR
5
GM4WJA
6
K2ZD
7
K6MYC
8
K7BV
9
K7CW
10
K7XQ
11
KB7Q/7
12
KB8RQ
13
KR7O
14
LA8AJA
15
LY2BAW
16
N2TIN
17
N3CXV
18
N6RMJ
19
N7NW
20
NR5M
21
OH2BC
22
OH6MIK
23
OK1RD
24
ON4GG
25
ON4IQ
26
OZ4VV
27
PA3HP
28
S57RR
29
SM7AED
30
SM7FJE
31
UT7QF
32
VE1JF
33
VE3KH
34
VE5UF
35
W1JJ
36
W1VJF
37
W5UWB
38
W7CE
39
W7GJ
40
W8PAT
41
WA4NJP
42
WA7U/7
43
ZL1RS
44
ZL3NW

COPIED
1
DJ5JK
2
EA7KW
3
ES6RQ
4
G3WOS
5
G4IGO
6
HA0DU
7
IW5DHN
8
JR6EXN
9
K4PI
10
K4RX
11
K7AD
12
K9CT
13
KD7YZ
14
KH7Y
15
KJ9I
16
LZ2CC
17
LZ2WO
18
N3WXW
19
N5DG
20
NN7J
21
NR0X
22
OA4TT
23
OE9ICI
24
ON9CC
25
PA2CHR
26
PE1BTX
27
PE1L
28
S51DI
29
S59A
30
UN8GC
31
W4CSW
32
W4IMD
33
W7MEM
34
W7IUV
35
W7KNT
36
W7UT
37
W9RM

W7GJ 6M EME DXPEDITION STATION
Elecraft K3 and PR6 preamp
M2 6M8GJ yagi, Portable Mast, and 6M1000
50’ of Times Microwave LMR600UF coax for under 0.5 dB loss
Daiwa CN101-L wattmeter
W7GJ manual elevation mount
Powerwerx SS-30DV 12 VDC 30 A, and switch mode 50 VDC 54A power supplies
HP Pavilion dv6 laptop computer
Garmin Etrex GPS unit for time setting

ADDITIONAL PHOTOS
Additional photos from the trip can be viewed here on FACEBOOK. The link is also on the 5W0GJ web page.

QSL card photo taken just down the road from Bayview Resort (photo courtesy of Karen A. Orzech)

